Fall Term Schedule
Important Information
Class Modality Defined

Instructors are always available
through online or in-person office
hours to consult with students
throughout each class.

Online Classes

In an online class, instructors post course material such as lectures, presentations, notes and readings in
Canvas, which is FSCJ’s online learning system, through myFSCJ. Students in online classes are responsible for
spending time learning the material, completing exercises and submitting work according to a schedule that
the instructor determines. Instructors interact with students through posts and emails, but do not generally
meet the class as a group during designated times.
Classes in this format will show “Online – All activities online” in the room location of your schedule, with no
day or time listed.
Notes

Class Notes: Orientation, coursework and testing online. Access this course in Canvas through myFSCJ.
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Class Notes: Orientation, coursework and testing online. Access this course in Canvas through myFSCJ.

Classes in this format will be displayed as “Online – All activities online” in the room location of your
schedule, with specific days and times listed.
Notes

Class Notes: The instructor meets the class as a group in Canvas, through myFSCJ, at regular, designated days and times. Your class will
meet on the specific days and times listed on your schedule. The room location is listed on your schedule as 'Online-All activities online.'
Live Online classes require you to be available during scheduled class meeting times.
Notes
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noted on the myFSCJ schedule. The remainder of the class is online and must be accessed in Canvas
Face-to-Face
through myFSCJ. Student must have stable internet access.

Class Notes: This is a hybrid section of this course and is a blend of online and on-campus instruction. The class will meet

Students in face-to-face classes meet as a group at an FSCJ campus or center during specified meeting times
throughout the term. Students are expected to spend time studying the material, completing exercises and
submitting work. These activities are supported by on-site class meetings where the instructor may present
material, facilitate class discussions and activities, and work with students in groups. Face-to-face classes meet
throughout the term on designated days and times, so you must be available to meet in person during those
class meetings.
When looking at your schedule, face-to-face classes will have designated locations, assigned days and times.
For Fall 2020, FSCJ’s face-to-face course offerings will be limited to those classes that require substantial regular
on-site activity in order to master course content.

Need help? Call (904) 646-2300 or email welcome@fscj.edu.
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Hybrid Classes

Hybrid classes are delivered through a combination of a face-to-face and online instruction. In a hybrid course,
the
class will sometimes meet on-site at an FSCJ location for face-to-face meetings, and students will also spend
Notes
individual time learning material not covered in class meetings, completing exercises and submitting work
Class Notes: Orientation, coursework and testing online. Access this course in Canvas through myFSCJ.
according to a schedule that the instructor determines. Because the class meets on the designated days and
times you see on the schedule, you must be sure that you can be available for those class meetings.
Classes
in this format will have assigned days and times with a meeting place listed on your schedule.
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Class Notes: This is a hybrid section of this course and is a blend of online and on-campus instruction. The class will meet
on campus the days noted on the myFSCJ schedule. The remainder of the class is online and must be accessed in Canvas
through myFSCJ. Student must have stable internet access.

As always, check the syllabus for details
regarding class meeting times and expectations.

Need help? Call (904) 646-2300 or email welcome@fscj.edu.
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